
I. Walks with Jesus / Abiding 
Outcome 1.1: Has implemented practices, rhythms, and a plan 
for abiding in God (Father, Son and Holy Spirit) during Initial 
Staff Training.  ⭑⭑⭑⭑⭑
Outcome 1.2  Is able to communicate how the Holy Spirit is 
bringing about personal transformation in character, desire, and 
will, with Biblical conviction. ⭑⭑⭑⭑
Outcome 1.3: Can share how the Gospel has brought joy and 
freedom to a place of shame, guilt, brokenness, or suffering in 
their own life. ⭑⭑⭑⭑⭑
Outcome 1.4: Has exercised prayerful faith, trust and 
dependence on God through His promises for personal provision 
and faith initiatives. ⭑⭑⭑⭑⭑ 

II. Knows and Lives the Scriptures 

Outcome 2.1: Possesses foundational knowledge and familiarity 
with the composition of the Bible and its Genesis to Revelation 
Gospel narrative. ⭑⭑⭑⭑⭑
Outcome 2.2: Can describe the Gospel of Jesus Christ using the 
Scriptures.  ⭑⭑⭑⭑
Outcome 2.3: Able to utilize a variety of means to intake and 
obey the Word of God. ⭑⭑⭑⭑⭑
Outcome 2.4: Able to share the Scriptures with others in a 
variety of ways.  ⭑⭑⭑⭑⭑ 

III. Participates in Community 

Outcome 3.1: Has initiated with new people outside and within 
the Kingdom, facilitating healthy relationships and community 
environment. ⭑⭑⭑⭑⭑
Outcome 3.2: Has sought to develop Communal, 
Transformational, Missional, & Generational qualities within a 
disciplemaking community they are influencing.  ⭑⭑⭑⭑
Outcome 3.3: Has acquired and practiced Biblical conflict 
resolution skills. ⭑⭑
Outcome 3.4: Has demonstrated unity and interdependence with 
other parts of the Navigator work and across the broader Body 
of Christ. ⭑⭑⭑ 

Aim of Current Collegiate Training Framework  
Alignment with Foundational Training Outcomes

Conflict Resolution is a valued part of the 
experience on EDGE and SiT, but there is little 
standardized help in this area.  

Comments:



IV. Engages with those who don’t know Christ 

Outcome 4.1: Has formed and implemented a plan to 
regularly engage with those who don’t know Christ in their 
natural everyday life (family, friends, neighborhood, work/
school, etc.) or in their missional ministry context. ⭑⭑⭑⭑⭑
Outcome 4.2: Can initiate spiritual conversations and share 
the good news of the Kingdom. ⭑⭑⭑⭑⭑
Outcome 4.3: Can skillfully utilize contextual resources for 
sharing the Gospel. ⭑⭑⭑ 

V. Reproduces Spiritual Generations 

Outcome 5.1: Has pioneered personal ministry (individually 
or with a team) in a new context to lay the foundation of 
generational ministry. ⭑⭑⭑
Outcome 5.2: Has personally engaged with or “followed up” 
a new Christ follower or young believer with the aim of 
establishing them as a disciple of Jesus. ⭑⭑⭑⭑⭑
Outcome 5.3: Has demonstrated growing disciplemaking 
vision, experience, and skill through personally helping 
another in each of the Five Characteristics of a 
Disciplemaker with spiritual generations in mind.  (note: 
“helping another” can refer to more than one person rather 
than a single disciple)  incomplete

Outcome 5.4: Has functioned as a mobile alongsider in 
equipping, empowering, and encouraging a disciplemaker or 
local leader. ⭑⭑⭑

Different evaluations depending on focus of this 
outcome: growing vision, skill and experience in 
disciplemaking? or the above with particular emphasis 
on Five Characteristics?  Little COLL adoption of the 5 
Charcateristics at this point (will take time)

Further definition/application of these terms for a 
Collegiate context is needed in order to properly 
evaluate.

Training environments are often established ministries, 
so pioneering is primarily in personal ministry (dorm, 
greek house, etc)
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